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Abstract—Recognizing driver behaviors is becoming vital for in-vehicle systems that seek to reduce the incidence of car accidents rooted in cognitive distraction. In this paper, we harness the exceptional feature extraction abilities of deep learning and propose a dedicated Interwoven Deep Convolutional Neural Network (InterCNN) architecture to tackle the accurate classification of driver behaviors in real-time. The proposed solution exploits information from multi-stream inputs, i.e., in-vehicle cameras with different fields of view and optical flows computed based on recorded images, and merges through multiple fusion layers abstract features that it extracts. This builds a tight ensembling system, which significantly improves the robustness of the model. We further introduce a temporal voting scheme based on historical inference instances, in order to enhance accuracy. Experiments conducted with a real world dataset that we collect in a mock-up car environment demonstrate that the proposed InterCNN with MobileNet convolutional blocks can classify 9 different behaviors with 73.97% accuracy, and 5 aggregated behaviors with 81.66% accuracy. Our architecture is highly computationally efficient, as it performs inferences within 15 ms, which satisfies the real-time constraints of intelligent cars. In addition, our InterCNN is robust to lossy input, as the classification remains accurate when two input streams are occluded.

Index Terms—Driver behavior recognition, deep learning, convolutional neural networks

I. INTRODUCTION

D RIVER’S cognitive distraction is a major cause of unsafe driving, which leads to severe car accidents every year [1]. Actions that underlie careless driving include interacting with passengers, using a mobile phone (e.g., for text messaging, game playing, and web browsing), and consuming food or drinks [2]. Such behaviors contribute significantly to delays in driver’s response to unexpected events, thereby increasing the risk of collisions. Identifying drivers’ behaviors is therefore becoming increasingly important for car manufacturers, who aim to build in-car intelligence that can improve safety by notifying drivers in real-time of potential hazards. Further, although full car automation is years ahead, inferring driver’s behaviour is essential for vehicles with partial (“hands off”) and conditional (“eyes off”) automation, which will dominate the market at least until 2030 [3]. This is because the driver must either be ready to take control at any time or intervene in situations where the vehicle cannot complete certain critical functions [4].
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Modern driver behavior classification systems usually rely on videos acquired from in-vehicle cameras, which record the movements and the facial expressions of the driver [5]. The videos captured are routinely partitioned into sequences of image frames, which are then pre-processed for features selection [6]. Such features are fed to pre-trained classifiers to perform identification of different actions that the driver performs. Subsequently, the classifier may trigger an alarm system in manual driving cars or provide input to a driving mode selection agent in semi-autonomous vehicles. We illustrate this pipeline in Fig. 1. During this process, the accuracy of the classifier is directly related to the performance of the system. In addition, the system should perform such classification in real-time, so as to help the driver mitigate unsafe circumstances in a timely manner. Achieving high accuracy while maintaining runtime efficiency is however challenging, yet striking appropriate trade-offs between these aims is vital for intelligent and autonomous vehicles.

Underpinned by recent advances in parallel computing, deep neural networks [7] have achieved remarkable results in various areas, including computer vision [8], control [9], and autonomous driving [10], [11], as they can automatically extract features from raw data without requiring expensive hand-crafted feature engineering. Graphics processing units (GPUs) allow to train deep neural networks rapidly and with great accuracy, and perform inferences fast. Moreover, System on Chip (SoC) designs optimized for mobile artificial intelligence (AI) applications are becoming more powerful and computationally efficient [12], and embedding deep learning in car systems increasingly affordable [13]. Therefore, potential exists to build high precision driver behavior classification systems without compromising runtime performance.

In this paper, we design a driver behavior recognition system that uniquely combines different Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) structures, to accurately perform this task in real-time. As such, we make the following key contributions:

Fig. 1: The typical pipeline of driver behavior classification and alarm/driving mode selection systems.
1) We build a mock-up environment to emulate self-driving car conditions and instrument a detailed user study for data collection purposes. Specifically, we deploy side and front facing cameras to record the body movements and facial expressions of 50 participant drivers, throughout a range of tasks they performed. This leads to a large driver behavior video dataset, which we use for model training and evaluation.

2) We architect original Interwoven Convolutional Neural Networks (InterCNNs) to perform feature extraction and fusions across multiple levels, based on multi-stream video inputs and optical flow information. Our design allows to plug in different lightweight CNN architectures (e.g. MobileNet [14], [15]) to improve the computation efficiency of in-vehicle systems.

3) We demonstrate that our InterCNNs with MobileNet blocks and a temporal voting scheme, which enhances accuracy by leveraging historical inferences, can classify 9 different behaviors with 73.97% accuracy, and 5 aggregated behaviors (i.e., grouping tasks that involve the use of a mobile device, and eating & drinking) with 81.66% accuracy. Our architecture can make inferences within 15 ms, which satisfies the timing constraints posed by real car systems. Importantly, our architecture is highly robust to lossy input, as it remains accurate when two streams of the input are occluded.

The results obtained demonstrate the feasibility of accurate inference of driver’s behavior in real-time, making important steps towards fulfilling the multi-trillion economic potential of the driverless car industry [16].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discussed relevant related work. In Sec. III we present our data collection and pre-processing efforts, which underpin the design of our neural network solution that we detail in Sec. IV-A. We demonstrate the performance of the proposed InterCNNs by means of experiments reported in Sec. V. Sec. VI concludes our contributions.

II. RELATED WORK

The majority of the driver behavior classification systems are based on in-vehicle vision instruments (i.e., cameras or eye-tracking devices), which constantly monitor the movements of the driver [17]. The core of such systems is therefore tasked with a computer vision problem, whose objective is to classify actions performed by drivers, using sequences of images acquired in real-time. Existing research can be categorized into two main classes: non deep learning approaches and deep learning approaches.

A. Non Deep Learning Based Driver Behavior Identification

In [18], Liu et al. employ Laplacian Support Vector Machine (SVM) and extreme learning machine techniques to detect drivers’ distraction, using labelled data that captures vehicle dynamic and drivers’ eye and head movements. Experiments show that this semi-supervised approach can achieve up to 97.2% detection accuracy. Li et al. pursue distraction detection from a different angle. They exploit kinematic signals from the vehicle Controller Area Network (CAN) bus, to reduce the dependency on expensive vision sensors. Detection is then performed with an SVM, achieving 95% accuracy.

Ragab et al. compare the prediction accuracy of different machine learning methods in driving distraction detection [19], showing that Random Forests perform best and require only 0.05 s per inference. Liao et al. consider drivers’ distraction in two different scenarios, i.e., stop-controlled intersections and speed-limited highways [1]. They design an SVM classifier operating with Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) to detect driving distraction. The evaluation results suggest that by fusing eye movements and driving performance information, classification accuracy can be improved in stop-controlled intersection settings.

B. Deep Learning Based Driver behavior Identification

Deep learning is becoming increasingly popular for identifying driver behaviors. In [20], a multiple scale Faster Region CNN is employed to detect whether a driver is using a mobile phone or their hands are on the steering wheel. The solution operates on images of the face, hands and steering wheel separately, and then performs classification on these regions of interest. Experimental results show that this model can discriminate behaviors with high accuracy in real-time. Majdi et al. design a dedicated CNN architecture called Drive-Net to identify 10 different behaviors of distracted driving [21]. Experiments suggest that applying Region of Interest (RoI) analysis on images of faces can significantly improve accuracy.

Tran et al. build a driving simulator named Carnetsoft to collect driving data, and utilize 4 different CNN architectures to identify 10 distracted and non-distracted driving behaviors [22]. The authors observe that deeper architectures can improve the detection accuracy, but at the cost of increased inference times. Investigating the trade-off between accuracy and efficiency remains an open issue. Yuen et al. employ a CNN to perform head pose estimation during driving [23]. Evaluation results suggest that incorporating a Stacked Hourglass Network to estimate landmarks and refine the face detection can significantly improve the accuracy with different occlusion levels. In [24], Streiffer et al. investigate mixing different models, i.e., CNNs, recurrent neural networks (RNNs), and SVMs, to detect driver distraction. Their ensembling CNN + RNN approach significantly outperforms simple CNNs in terms of prediction accuracy.

Recognizing driver’s behavior with high accuracy, using inexpensive sensing infrastructure, and achieving this in real-time remains challenging, yet mandatory for intelligent vehicles that can improve safety and reduce the time during which the driver is fully engaged. To the best of our knowledge, existing work fails to meet all these requirements.

III. DATA COLLECTION AND PRE-PROCESSING

In this work, we propose an original driver behavior recognition system that can classify user actions accurately in real-time, using input from in-vehicle cameras. Before delving into our solution (Sec. IV-A), we discuss the data collection and pre-processing campaign that we conduct while mimicking
Fig. 2: Mock-up car cockpit environment (left) used for data collection and snapshots of the software interface employed for video capture (right). The curved screen shows a driving video to the participant, while the side and front cameras record their body movements and facial expressions, respectively.

an autonomous vehicle environment, in order to facilitate the design, training, and evaluation of our neural network model.

A. Data Collection

We set up the mock-up car cockpit environment illustrated in Fig. 2 and conduct a user behavior study, whereby we emulate automated driving conditions and record data from two cameras (one to the side of the driver, the other front-facing) that capture driver’s actions. We recruit a total of 50 participants, 72% male and 38% female, with different age, years of driving experience, first spoken language, and level of computer literacy. During the experiments, we use a 49-inch Ultra High Definition monitor, onto which each participant is shown 35-minute of 4K dashcam footage of both motorway and urban driving, while being asked to alternate between ‘driving’ and performing a range of tasks. The cameras record the behavior of the participants from different angles, capturing body movements and facial expressions with 640×360 per-frame pixel resolution and frame rate ranging between 17.14 and 24.74 frames per second (FPS).

We use the OpenCV vision library [25] together with Python, in order to label each of the frames of the approximately 60 hours of video recorded, distinguishing between the following actions:

1) Normal driving: The participant focuses on the road conditions shown on the screen and acts as if driving.
2) Texting: The participant uses a mobile phone to text messages to a friend.
3) Eating: The participant eats a snack.
4) Talking: The participant is engaged in a conversation with a passenger.
5) Searching: The participant is using a mobile phone to find information on the web through a search engine.
6) Drinking: The participant serves a soft drink.
7) Watching video: The participant uses a mobile phone to watch a video.
8) Gaming: The participant uses a mobile phone to play a video game.
9) Preparing: The participant gets ready to begin driving or finishes driving.

In each experiment, the participant was asked to perform actions (2)–(8) once, while we acknowledge that in real-life driving such behaviors can occur repeatedly. Fig. 3 summarizes the amount of data (number of video frames) collected for each type of action that the driver performed.

B. Data Pre-processing

Recall that the raw videos recorded have 640×360 resolution. Using high-resolution images inevitably introduces storage, computational, and data transmission overheads, which would complicate the model design. Therefore, we employ fixed bounding boxes to crop all videos, in order to remove the background, and subsequently re-size the videos to obtain lower resolution versions. Note that the shape and position of the bounding boxed adopted differ between the videos recorded with side and front cameras. We illustrate this process in Fig. 4.

Adding Optical Flow (OF) [26] to the input of a model has proven effective in improving accuracy [27]. The OF is the instantaneous velocity of the moving objects under scene surface. It can reflect the relationship between the previous and current frames, by computing the changes of the pixel values between adjacent frames in a sequence. Therefore, OF can explicitly describe the short-term motion of the driver, without requiring the model to learn about it. The OF vector $\mathbf{d}^{(x,y)}$ at point $(x, y)$ can be decomposed into vertical and horizontal components, i.e., $\mathbf{d}^{(x,y)} = \{d_v^{(x,y)}, d_h^{(x,y)}\}$. It has the same resolution as the original images, as the computation is

Fig. 3: Summary of the total amount of data (video frames) collected for each driver behavior.

![Fig. 3: Summary of the total amount of data (video frames) collected for each driver behavior.](image)

Fig. 4: The data pre-processing procedure (cropping and resizing) and optical flow quiver plots.

![Fig. 4: The data pre-processing procedure (cropping and resizing) and optical flow quiver plots.](image)
done pixel-by-pixel. We show an example of the OF in Fig. 4. Our classifier will use OF information jointly with labelled video frames as the input. The experiments we report in Sec. V confirm that indeed this improves the inference accuracy.

Lastly, we downsample the videos collected, storing only every third frame and obtaining a dataset with 5.71–8.25 FPS, which reduces data redundancy. We will feed the designed model with 15 consecutive video frames and corresponding 14 OF vectors, spanning 1.82 to 2.62 seconds of recording. Such duration has been proven sufficient to capture entire actions, while obtaining satisfactory accuracy [28].

IV. Multi-stream Interwoven CNNs

We design a deep neural network architecture, named Interwoven CNN (InterCNN) that uses multi-stream inputs (i.e., side video streams, side optical flows, front video streams, and front optical flows) to perform driver behavior recognition. We illustrate the overall architecture of our model in Fig. 5(a). For completeness, we also show two simpler architectures, namely (i) a plain CNN, which uses only the side video stream as input (see Fig. 5(b)); and (ii) two-stream CNN (TS-CNN), which takes the side video stream and the side optical flow as input (see Fig. 5(c)). Both of these structures can be viewed as components of the InterCNN.

A. The InterCNN Architecture

Diving into Fig. 5(a), the InterCNN is a hierarchical architecture which embraces multiple types of blocks and modules. It takes four different streams as input, namely side video stream, side optical flow, front video stream and front optical flow. Note that these streams are all four-dimensional, i.e., (time, height, width, RGB channels) for each video frame, and (time, height, width, vertical and horizontal components) for OF frames. The raw data is individually processed in parallel by 7 stacks of 3D CNN blocks. A 3D CNN block is comprised of a 3D convolutional layer to extract spatio-temporal features [29], a Batch Normalization (BN) layer for training acceleration [30], and a Scaled Exponential Linear Unit (SELU) activation function to improve the model non-linearity and representability [31]. Here,

$$\text{SELU}(x) = \lambda \begin{cases} x, & \text{if } x > 0; \\ \alpha e^x - \alpha, & \text{if } x \leq 0, \end{cases}$$

where the parameters $\lambda = 1.0507$ and $\alpha = 1.6733$ are frequently used. We refer to these four streams of 3D CNNs as side spatial stream, side temporal stream, front spatial stream, and front temporal stream respectively, according to the type of input handled. Their outputs are passed to two temporal
fusion layers to absorb the time dimension and perform the concatenation operation along the channel axis. Through these temporal fusion layers, intermediate outputs of spatial and temporal streams are merged and subsequently delivered to 25 stacks of Interweaving modules. We illustrate the construction of such modules in Fig. 6 and detail their operation next.

### B. Interweaving Modules

The Interweaving module draws inspiration from ResNets [32] and can be viewed as a multi-stream version of deep residual learning. The two inputs of the module are processed by different CNN blocks individually, and subsequently delivered to a spatial fusion layer for feature aggregation. The spatial fusion layer comprises a concatenation operation and a 1×1 convolutional layer, which can reinforce and tighten the overall architecture, and improve the robustness of the model [33]. Experiments will demonstrate that this enables the model to maintain high accuracy even if the front camera is blocked completely. After the fusion, another two CNN blocks will decompose the merged features in parallel into two-stream outputs again. This maintains the information flow intact. Finally, the residual paths connect the inputs and the outputs of the final CNN blocks, which facilitates fast backpropagation of the gradients during model training. These paths also build ensembling structures with different depths, which have been proven effective in improving inference accuracy [34]. After processing by the Interweaving blocks, the intermediate outputs obtained are sent to a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) to perform the final classification.

### C. CNN Blocks Employed

The CNN blocks employed within the interweaving modules are key to performance, both in terms of accuracy and inference time. Our architecture is sufficiently flexible to allow different choices for these CNN blocks. In this work, we explore the vanilla CNN block, MobileNet [14], and MobileNet V2 [15] structures, and compare their performance. We show the architectures of these choices in Fig. 7.

The vanilla CNN block embraces a standard 2D CNN layer, a BN layer and a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function. This is a popular configuration and has been employed in many successful classification architectures, such as ResNet [32]. However, the operations performed in a CNN layer are complex and involve a large number of parameters. This may not satisfy the resource constraints imposed by vehicular systems. The MobileNet [14] decomposes the traditional CNN layer into a depthwise convolution and a pointwise convolution, which significantly reduces the number of parameters required. Specifically, depthwise convolution employs a single convolutional filter to perform computations on individual input channels. Thereby, this generates an intermediate output that has the same number of channels as the input. The outputs are subsequently passed to a pointwise convolution module, which applies a 1×1 filter to perform channel combination. MobileNet further employs a hyperparameter α to control the number of channels, and ρ to control the shape of the feature maps. We set both α and ρ to 1 in our design. In summary, the MobileNet block breaks the filtering and combining operations of a traditional CNN block into two layers. This significantly reduces the computational complexity and number of parameters required, while improving efficiency in resource-constrained devices.

The MobileNet V2 structure [15] improves the MobileNet by introducing an inverted residual and linear bottleneck. The inverted residual incorporates the residual learning specific to ResNets. The input channels are expanded through the first 1×1 convolutional layer, and compressed through the depthwise layer. The expansion is controlled by a parameter τ, which we set to 6 as default. To reduce information loss, the ReLU activation function in the last layer is removed. Compared to MobileNet, the second version has fewer parameters and higher memory efficiency. As we will see, this architecture may sometimes exhibit superior accuracy. Both MobileNet and MobileNet V2 are tailored to embedded devices, as they make inferences faster with smaller models. These make them suitable for in-vehicle classification systems.

## V. Experiments

In this section, we first describe briefly the implementation of the proposed InterCNN for driver behavior recognition, then compare the prediction accuracy of different CNN blocks that we can incorporate in this architecture. Subsequently, we examine complexity–accuracy tradeoffs, introduce a temporal voting scheme to improve performance, and show that our
In Fig. 8, we show the prediction accuracy of the InterCNN architecture with all the CNN block types considered, as well as that of plain and two-stream CNN architectures, each employing the same three types of blocks. Observe that in the case of “full behavior” recognition (top subfigure), the proposed InterCNN with MobileNet blocks achieves the highest prediction accuracy, outperforming the plain CNN by 7.93%. Further, we can see that feeding the neural network with richer information (optical flows and front images) improves accuracy, as our two-stream CNN and InterCNN on average outperform the plain CNN by 2.26% and 3.81% respectively. This confirms that the OF and facial expressions provide useful descriptions of the behaviors, which our architectures effectively exploits.

Turning attention to the aggregated behavior (bottom subfigure), observe that the accuracy improves significantly compared to when considering all the different actions the driver might perform, as we expect. This is because some behaviors demonstrate similar patterns (e.g., texting and web searching), which makes discriminating among these extremely challenging. Overall, the InterCNN with MobileNet blocks obtains the best prediction performance when similar behaviors are aggregated, outperforming other architectures by up to 4.83%. In addition, our two-stream CNN and InterCNN consistently outperform the plain CNN.

C. Model Complexity & Inference Time

Next, we compare the model size (in terms of number of parameters and biases to be configured in the model), inference time, and complexity (quantified through floating point operations – FLOPs) of InterCNNs with different CNN blocks. Lower model size will pose small storage and memory requirements on the in-vehicle system. The inference time refers to how long it takes to perform one instance of driver behavior recognition. This is essential, as such application are required to perform in real-time. Lastly, the number of FLOPs is computed by counting the number of mathematical operations involved in floating-point computations, and is routinely used to evaluate the complexity of a model.

We illustrate this comparison in Fig. 9. Observe that MobileNet and MobileNet V2 have similar numbers of parameters, and these are 4 times fewer than those of vanilla CNN blocks. This is consistent with the conclusions drawn in [14] and [15]. In addition, InterCNNs with MobileNet blocks can infer driver behavior within 15 ms per instance (center subfigure) with the help of a GPU, which satisfies the real-time constraints of intelligent vehicle systems. Runtime constraints of intelligent vehicle systems.
performance is indeed similar to that of an architecture employing CNN blocks, yet less complex, while an architecture with MobileNet blocks is 46.2% faster than with MobileNet V2 blocks. Lastly, the number of FLOPs required by an InterCNN with MobileNet blocks is approximately 4.5 and 6 times smaller than when employing CNN and respectively MobileNet V2 blocks. This requirement can be easily handled in real-time even by a modern CPU.

D. Temporal Voting

In the collected dataset, since the videos are recorded at high FPS rate, we observe that the behavior of a driver will not change very frequently over consecutive frames that span less than 3 seconds. Therefore, we may be able to reduce the likelihood of misclassification by considering the actions predicted over recent frames. To this end, we employ a temporal voting scheme, which constructs an opinion poll storing the inferred behaviors over the \( n \) most recent frames, and executes a “voting” procedure. Specifically, the driver’s action is determined by the most frequent label in the poll. We illustrate the principle of this Temporal Voting (TV) procedure in Fig. 10. We set \( n = 15 \), by which the poll size bears the same temporal length as the inputs.

We show the prediction accuracy before and after applying TV in Tab I and II. Observe that the TV scheme improves the classification accuracy of all architectures on both full and aggregated behavior sets. In particular, the accuracy on full behavior recognition increases by 1.99%, and that of aggregated behavior recognition by 1.80%. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed TV scheme.

TABLE I: Inference accuracy with different CNN blocks over full behaviors, before\spaceafter applying the TV scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Plain CNN</th>
<th>TS-CNN</th>
<th>InterCNN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>66.32%\textless 69.74%</td>
<td>67.03%\textless 68.27%</td>
<td>69.39%\textless 68.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet</td>
<td>62.68%\textless 63.59%</td>
<td>68.41%\textless 70.76%</td>
<td>70.61%\textless 73.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet V2</td>
<td>67.97%\textless 69.35%</td>
<td>68.33%\textless 70.89%</td>
<td>68.46%\textless 70.61%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: Inference accuracy with different CNN blocks over aggregated behaviors before\spaceafter applying the TV scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Plain CNN</th>
<th>TS-CNN</th>
<th>InterCNN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNN block</td>
<td>78.01%\textless 79.70%</td>
<td>78.82%\textless 80.77%</td>
<td>79.67%\textless 81.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet</td>
<td>75.29%\textless 77.78%</td>
<td>79.37%\textless 81.40%</td>
<td>80.62%\textless 81.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet V2</td>
<td>77.21%\textless 79.14%</td>
<td>79.42%\textless 80.97%</td>
<td>79.13%\textless 80.55%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Operation with Lossy Input

In this subsection, we investigate the robustness of our InterCNN to losses in the input data streams, by blocking the front front video and the front OF inputs when performing inferences. Such circumstances can occur in real world settings, e.g., the camera may be intentionally or accidentally occluded by the driver. To cope with such conditions, we fine-tune our model by performing “drop-outs” over the inputs [39]. Specifically, we block the front video and the front OF streams with probability \( p = 0.5 \) during the training and testing of the InterCNN with MobileNet blocks. We summarize the obtained performance in Fig. 11. Note that by blocking the front video and the front OF streams, the input of the InterCNN is the same as that fed to the two-stream CNN, while the architecture remains unchanged.

Observe that although the prediction accuracy of InterCNN drops slightly when the inputs are blocked, the occluded InterCNN remains better than the two-stream CNN in the full behavior recognition task. This suggests that our proposed architecture is highly robust to lossy input. This also confirms the effectiveness of the Interweaving modules, which we employ to improve the robustness of the model.

We conclude that, by employing MobileNet blocks in InterCNNs, we achieve the highest accuracy in the driver behavior recognition task, as compared with any of the other candidate CNN block architectures. The InterCNN + MobileNet combo also demonstrates superior computational efficiency, as it requires the lowest number of parameters, exhibits the fastest inference times and the least FLOPs. Importantly, our design is robust to lossy inputs. The sum of these advantages make the proposed InterCNN with MobileNet blocks an excellent solution for accurate driver behavior recognition, easily pluggable in modern in-vehicle intelligent systems.

F. Model Insights

Lastly, we delve into the inner workings of the InterCNN by visualizing the output of the hidden layers of the model, aiming to better understand how the neural network “thinks” of the data provided as input and what knowledge it learns.

T-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding Visualization: We first adopt the t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [40] to reduce the dimension of the last layer (the MLP layer in Fig. 5(a)), and plot the hidden
Fig. 12: Two-dimensional t-SNE embedding of the representations in the last hidden layer of the InterCNN with MobileNet blocks. Data generated using a full test video (35,711 frames).

representations of a testing video (35,711 frames) into a two-dimensional plane, as shown in Fig. 12. In general, the t-SNE approach arranges data points that have a similar code nearby in the embedding. This typically reflects how the model “thinks” of the data points, as similar data representations will be clustered together.

Interestingly, the embedding of eating and drinking remain close to each other, as both actions require to grasp a snack or drink and bring this close to the mouth. Furthermore, the embedding of actions that use a phone (i.e., web searching, texting, watching videos, and gaming) are grouped to the right side of the plane, as they are visually similar and difficult to differentiate. Moreover, as “Preparing” involves a combination of actions, including sitting down and talking to the experiment instructor, its representation appears scattered. These observations suggest that our model effectively learns the feature of different behaviors after training, as it projects similar data points onto nearby positions.

Hidden Layer Output Visualization: We also investigate the knowledge learned by the model from a different perspectives, by visualizing the output of the hidden layers of the 3D CNN block before the temporal fusion layers. This will reflect the features extracted by each individual neural network stream. We show a snapshot of such visualization in Fig. 13. Observe that the spatial streams perform “edge detection”, as the object edges in the raw inputs are outlined by the 3D CNN. On the other hand, the output of the hidden layers in the temporal steams, which process the optical flows, are too abstract to interpret. In general, the abstraction level of the features extracted will increase with the depth of the architecture; it is the sum of such increasingly abstract features that enables the neural network to perform the final classification of behaviors with high accuracy.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an original Interwoven Convolutional Neural Network (InterCNN) to perform driver behavior recognition. Our architecture can effectively extract information from multi-stream inputs that record the activities performed by drivers from different perspectives (i.e., side video, side optical flow, front video, and front optical flow), and fuse the features extracted to perform precise classifi-
Fig. 13: The input videos frames, optical flows, and hidden outputs of the 3D CNN blocks before two temporal fusion layers. Figures shown correspond to a single instance.
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